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VOCABULARY
A ant, B boy, C car, D dog, E egg, F frog, G girl, H hat, I insect,
J jug, K king, L lemon, M monkey, N nut, O octopus, P pencil, Q
queen, R robot, S spider, T tiger, U umbrella, V van, W worm, X
xylophone, Y yoyo, Z zebra
Hello. Hi.
one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten
red, yellow, blue, green, purple, pink, brown, orange, black, white
dark, light, rainbow
school, classroom, bag, book, chair, desk, pencil, pen, rubber,
pencil case, ruler, crayon, notebook, clock
cool
revision of vocabulary and structures
ant, dog, frog, insect, monkey, spider, tiger, worm, zebra, rabbit,
cat, pig, goldfish, lion, elephant, parrot
egg, lemon, nut, apple, orange, cake, pizza, ice cream, sweet,
sandwich, banana
yum
T-shirt, skirt, jumper, trousers, socks, shoes, hat, scarf, coat,
gloves, umbrella
head, eye, mouth, ear, nose, arm, finger, hand, leg, foot, tail
body, monster
robot, yoyo, car, teddy, doll, kite, train, ball, rope,
pe, hoop, brick,
dice
birthday, present
revision of vocabulary and structures
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